
+ ARTISTS are naturally HIGHER 
ORDER THINKERS



+ Our new Arthouse has opened so many 
creative opportunities for our students

Visual & Media Arts celebrate multiple 
perspectives. One lesson is that there are many 
ways to see and interpret the world. Elliot Eisner, 2002



+
St Hilda’s Visual Art 
Faculty uses the 
research-based 
process of Inquiry 
Learning

In the Visual Arts, 
we Create new 
Knowledge
We don’t 
‘regurgitate’ 
information

Through Inquiry Questions, 
students find solutions by:

Researching — primary and 
secondary sources to 
respond to stimulus 

Developing — ideas, 
investigating and generating 
solutions 

Reflecting — considering 
ideas and information 
utilising discernment

Resolving — communicating 
as presenter, artist and 
audience



+ Queensland University of Technology says:

Why choose a Visual Art course?

Today’s communication channels connect to audiences with all 
forms of visual expression, static and moving, traditional and 
experimental. 

In these evolving ways artists who can express themselves can 
forge a future career that is always pushing forward, always 
exploring the new.



+
‘Arts teaching could become more 
important than maths in tech-based 
future’ 
Andreas Schleicher giving evidence to the Education Select Committee OECD

“We talk about ‘soft skills’ often as social and emotional skills, and hard skills as 
about science and maths, but it might be the opposite,” he said, suggesting that 
science and maths may become ‘softer’ in future when the need for them 
decreases due to technology, and the ‘hard skills’ will be “your curiosity, your 
leadership, your persistence and your resilience”.

https://www.thestage.co.uk/news/2019/arts-teaching-become-important-maths-tech-based-future-education-expert/

https://www.thestage.co.uk/news/2019/arts-teaching-become-important-maths-tech-based-future-education-expert/


+

CRITICAL Thinking

n This is the process we use to reflect on, access and judge the 
assumptions underlying our own and others. When we 
critically analyse our beliefs, we can logically explain them to 
other parties. This process of thinking is useful in scrutinizing 
arguments as it helps us in being rational in our judgments. 
Critically thinking allows us to see the connections between 
different ideas as well.

CREATIVE Thinking

n It is about not limiting your thinking. When one starts ideation, 
creative thinking is the best process to follow since it allows us 
to create something new or original. The aim of creative 
thinking is to stimulate curiosity and promote divergence. The 
what if’s need not be based on logical ground at this point of 
time.

n It involves looking at the issue at hand from multiple 
perspectives and thinking about the future possibilities.

We take our subject seriously and our students benefit from a 
pedagogy based on discovery and creativity.
The Essence of the Visual Arts: Critical and Creative Thinking

YOU CAN’T HAVE ONE WITHOUT THE OTHER



+



+ Y7 ECO WARRIOR UNIT



+

The Task
Y7 Semester 2



+
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+
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+
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+
St Hilda’s Visual Arts add value, relevance and student agency 
to the Australian Curriculum



+



+



+

It’s a visual world – we learn to decode it

Visual Arts: a Subject for this Century



+



+ Professor Elliot Eisner 
Stanford Graduate School of Education
Author of The Arts and the Creation of Mind

The Arts develop differentiated attention (discernment); leading 
to concept formation and the imagination.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h12MGuhQH9E

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h12MGuhQH9E


+



+
The Arts cover a breadth of the Higher Order Thinking 
skills

We employ the cognitive verbs in the new Qld 
syllabuses …IN DEPTH

In fact, we help you achieve across other subjects; 



+



+

https://frieze.com/article/experiments-field-why-are-artists-and-scientists-
collaborating

ART MAKING one of Einstein’s 
Thought Experiments 

https://frieze.com/article/experiments-field-why-are-artists-and-scientists-collaborating


+

Savannah Merrick: Year 12 2019 – her work from St Hilda’s Yr 12 studies is already in 
the collection of  a Contemporary Singapore Art Dealer. Now studying at QCA



+ From open-ended experimentation through to resolved 
works – you REALISE ideas in your authentic voice in Art.
Work in 2D, 3D and with time-based media

https://www.instagram.com/sthildasvisart

https://www.instagram.com/sthildasvisart


+
Follow us up on Instagram: sthildasvisart

https://www.instagram.com/sthildasvisart

https://www.instagram.com/sthildasvisart


+ Instagram sthildasvisart
FOLLOW us 
We have some wonderful followers; your friends, students 
from all over Australia artists, Heads of Art Schools, Old 
Girls, Visual Arts Educators, Student Teachers and 
Teachers.

One of our avid followers is Michael Zavros who says we 
are the only school art department he follows, high praise: 
these are drawings and paintings by Zavros.

https://www.instagram.com/sthildasvisart

https://www.instagram.com/sthildasvisart


+

Technology is a tool in each stage of the creative process



+ What the girls do: Senior Work examples

Katherine Law and Natsha Nair exploring the imagined world through drawing 



+
Senior Student @ Work + Play

Collaborative Self Portraits and Fancy Dress in The Art House.



+
Some Senior Student Work examples
Jun Xie’s Year 11 Experimental Folio work.

How visually literate are you? 
Can you read this image?



+



+
COURSES



We utilize these cognitions from Year 7



Year 9 + 10 Course Information
How do students study? 

n make artworks to explore creative ideas with increasingly self-directed themes
n learn to read and apply visual literacy; a skill that supports learning in all areas of the 

curriculum

n complete practical bodies of work in a variety of media, supported by research 
of relevant contexts

n are encouraged to develop their own personal style by engaging in 
increasingly individual and/or collaborative artmaking tasks

n develop interconnected bodies of work in both making and responding tasks 
centred on a given concept

n Students keep an individual visual diary for experimentation, reflection and 
research

How are students assessed? 

n create bodies of work, including both making and responding pieces that are 
based around an investigation inquiry, modelingof the new Senior Syllabus 
assessment instruments.



The Course:
Year 9 Content includes

• Surrealism, Dreamscapes and Imagination - animation, mixed media and
collage.

• Making Meaning with Images - using two-dimensional and time-based media.
• Combining New & Old Technologies - understanding the tools and

techniques of etching and photomontage.
• Playing Detective - analysing artworks to reveal viewpoints in art
• My Little Book of Jewels Sculpture - exploring symbolism and

contemporary approaches to layering media and meaning

Year 9 Skills include
• learning how to compose with time-based, two-dimensional and three-

dimensional media
• using a variety of media; photography and collage techniques as

meaning making tools
• Etching using 15th Century processes with 21st Century concepts
• Applying and reading visual language using evidence-based

approaches to interpretation
• Implementing ideas to make artworks that communicate to an

audience



Year 9 Samples of Artworks – Surreal Collages + Animation







Etching









Year 9 Little Jewels Sculpture



Year 9 Little Jewels Sculpture



Year 9 Little Jewels Sculpture





Working in the Gallery space - the perfect place to reflect on process





Year 10 What’s Covered
Year 10 Content

n Vanitas – experimenting, developing and resolving artworks with old and new 
technologies: such as Photoshop, video and installation.

n Applying and Reading Visual Language - evidence-based approaches to 
constructing and understanding image.

n Serendipity - contemporary and imaginative approaches to the creative process.
n Investigation and Inquiry in Making and Responding

Year 10 Skills include:
n arriving at creative outcomes using an inquiry-based problem-solving processes
n communicating meaning and implementing ideas using visual language
n utilising various media to explore techniques, create artworks and communicate 

ideas
n applying literacy skills by analysing and interpreting visual language
n evaluating artworks using evidence-based approaches and justifying viewpoints
n developing creative visual problem-solving strategies
n learning to experiment with, select and utilise appropriate technologies, 

techniques and materials with purposeful intent, including traditional and 
contemporary approaches to art making

n developing and evolving a personal style.



FRESH our student art exhibition
Year 10 student artists with their Vanitas oil paintings



+



+ Vanitas Oil Painting











Aerial Perspectives on the Land Semester 2 Year 
10 Inspired by ‘digital flights’ over Australia















+



+ Inquiry Learning Process 





Year 10 Samples of ArtworksCoombabah Wetlands Long Exposure Workshop February 2019



+ Vanitas Oil Painting



+ Long Exposure Photography

"Art is the Queen of 
Sciences, 
communicating 
knowledge to all the 
generations of the 
world."

Leonardo da Vinci

Painting with Light



+

”Experimenting 
with Marian Drew’s 
Light Painting 
techniques in 
Nature. 



+

Getting to know 
the terrain and 
organizing the 
equipment before 
dark



+

The art and science 
of making

The optics of Art



+



+ Year 11 experimental work 201919
The Year 11 Authentic Experience excursion to the Wetlands with Marian Drew 
Term 1 2019 inspired Jun’s photographic work and long exposure drawing



+
Year 11 Student Work examples 2019

Year 11 Photographic Authentic Experience excursion to the Wetlands with Marian Drew Term 
1 2019 inspired Jun’s photographic work and long exposure drawing

FRESH 2018
Works by 
Savannah Merrick
Also on exhibition 
at HOTA Gallery 
as part of Energies



Long exposure images worked in Photoshop



Year 11 2019 Unit 1, Art as Lens Experimental Folio



Year 11 2019 Unit 1, Art as Lens Experimental Folio 
Detail of 4 pages



Year 11 2019 Unit 1, Art as Lens Experimental Folio 
Research, Reflection, Development



Year 11 2019 Unit 1, Art as Lens Experimental Folio 
Research, Reflection, Development



Year 11 2019 Unit 1, Art as Lens Experimental Folio 
Research, Reflection, Development



Year 11 + 12 Artworks – Drawing: Metamorphosis by Stephanie Nickel



+

Year 12 Works



+ Senior Student Work Awards
Year 11 Pypah Kersh – winner of the open section of new exhibitors 
at the 2019 Aspects



+
Senior work 2019



Angelina Holley Yr 12  
Creative Creative 
Generation 
Excellence in Visual 
Art Education 



+

Meet a few of our Graduates



+ Past Students: with almost 17,000 followers on Instagram, 
since leaving St Hilda’s, Laura Goodall she has set up a 
lucrative art business and secured sponsorship for years of 
global travel from companies such as Peroni. She has just 
graduated from her  Engineering degree



+
Holly Gibson



+
Past Students: Casey Tanswell – international fashion designer

Past Student Holly 
Gibson has also worked 
for Casey, 
photographing her 
collection



+



+



+ Jaala Alex
CV: http://www.jaalaalex.com/curriculum-vitae

Sep 2017 - Jul 2018
Queensland Art Gallery | Gallery of 
Modern Art (QAGOMA)
Marketing Officer
Full-time
Jan - Sep 2017
Institute of Modern Art (IMA)
Communications Officer
Part-time
May - Sep 2018
Museum of Brisbane
Media Coordinator
Part-time

2015 - May 2017
Craft Queensland - Trading as 
artisan
Marketing and Communications 
Officer
Part-time
2010 - 2015
Craft Queensland - Trading as 
artisan
Retail Coordinator
Part-time

http://www.jaalaalex.com/curriculum-vitae


+ Masterclasses: one of Australia’s leading artists, 
Dr Victoria Reichelt



+ Student work from Dr Reichelt’s workshop



+
You can become a Doctor 
… a Doctor of Visual Art 
@ Melbourn University, RMIT, Sydney University, Griffith and more 



+
Art skills and creative problem solving 
are key assets in jobs that require:

n A high level of ability to synthesise and apply divergent 
thinking skills

n Visual Literacy in ‘reading’ images and symbols

n Creative problem resolution

n Ability to be self-directed + disciplined in work/problem-
solving

n Ability to use and associate information - visual, written, aural

n An understanding of how meaning can be constructed in a 
single image and communicated at a glance.



+



+



+
Artists have a drive to express, reflect and 
examine the things many people take for 
granted. 

Artists are meaning makers and their language is visual not words.

Unlike much of the curriculum in which correct answers and rules prevail, 
in the arts, it is judgment rather than rules that prevail.

The limits of our language do not 
define the limits of our cognition. Esner, E 2002



+

Careers



+ Artists translate data to images

An artist’s 
impression of 
NASA's Hubble 
Space 
Telescope.

The image of 
water vapor 
Jupiter's moon 
Europa was 
constructed by 
an artist.



+
Architecture 

• design buildings, structures and spaces
• Must be savvy in art, design & science
• Problem solving & project management



+
Interior Architecture

n Interior architecture is concerned with the occupational, 
habitational and recreational needs of people in the creative 
planning and detailing of socially and environmentally 
responsive interiors. It considers structure, furniture, lighting 
and building services for the design of commercial, 
educational, institutional, retail, hospitality and exhibition 
buildings.



+
Set/Production Design

Set/Production designers work on 
• Film sets
• Theatre
• TV
• Catwalks
• Art exhibitions



Costume
Design
Costume Designers and 
Makers are employed by:

• Theatre companies
• Dance companies

• Opera 
companies

• Film & TV 
production 



+
Photographer

Photographers must 
understand composition 
and art elements & 
principals

• Photojournalism
• Wildlife
• Weddings & events
• Magazines
• Fashion
• Food



+
Interactive & Visual Design
n Design & create multiplatform experiences spanning 

physical and virtual worlds using web, public display, and 
mobile technologies 

n e.g. digital and graphic design, advertising, web design, 
interface design, usability and information architecture, 
games development, multiplatform interactive entertainment, 
and multimedia installation production.



+
Graphic/Web Design

n Graphic & Web designers must 
understand principles of design and art 
to create artwork for all kinds of brands 
& industries



+
Industrial/Product Design

Industrial/product designers use 
theory & art & design skills to create 
new and improve existing products



PRODUCT DESIGN



+
Curator

An art curator:
- selects art for a gallery/museum's 

space
- designs art exhibitions
- researches art work & artists
- organises new artwork purchases



+ Art Conservation is the preservation of artwork, 
antiques and cultural artifacts 
and requires knowledge of:
- fine art processes
- art history / cultural history
- science, particularly 

chemistry

• Conservation framers
• Artwork storage specialists
• Painting restorers



+ Art Educators in schools, galleries 
and museums

Art teachers teach in primary and high schools, 
universities and independent art colleges & 
programs

Art Galleries employ Public Programs 
educators for their Youth & Children's programs



+ Art + Occupational Therapist
Art therapists use art making 
processes & theories as a 
healing tool to help people 
to deal with stress, trauma 
and illness and to increase 
the enjoyment of life of their 
patients. Specialists work in 
clinics, hospitals, community 
and outreach centers. 



Medical Science employs artists



Fine Art



+ Textile Design

• Designing & creating textiles –
look & feel

• Drawing, sewing
• Art & design principles of 

colour, balance & proportion
• Creativity
• Might work for:

• Upholstery company
• Fashion house
• Interior design firm



+
Stylist

Use principles of art & design for 
• Fashion shoots 
• Magazines
• Food 
• Events & prop styling
• Personal styling



+
Interior Design

Interior designers/decorators use colour, 
form, scale and other art principles to 
design and decorate & furnish residential, 
commercial and industrial spaces



+

A Survey and Route Approach to what we cover in Visual Art.  Prepared by Alana Hampton for QATA



+



+

ONLINE GALLERY: http://ahampt55.wix.com/gosha INSTAGRAM: https://www.instagram.com/sthildasvisart/ YOUTUBE: 
www.youtube.com/watch?v=AlyxPz3fvMo
WEBPAGE: http://www.sthildas.qld.edu.au/study-st-hildas/visual-art/ TWITTER: https://twitter.com/sthildasvisart

http://ahampt55.wix.com/gosha
https://www.instagram.com/sthildasvisart/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AlyxPz3fvMo
http://www.sthildas.qld.edu.au/study-st-hildas/visual-art/
https://twitter.com/sthildasvisart


+



+



+



+



+

H: 2 metres each on Kraft Paper



+



+



+



+



+
This is our foundation:



+

Creativity IS Critical Thinking

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vKjkx6PzajE&t=7s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vKjkx6PzajE&t=7s


+
Art & Design

“Art and design are not the icing on the cake or the gift wrapping that makes things look pretty. Creativity is 
fundamental to the way in which science and technology relates to our society and fits in with the environment in which 
we live.

“More than anything else, we know they will need a wide range of transferrable skills. They will need the ability to 
communicate in creative and unconventional ways, to know what it means to be truly original and to generate new ideas 
and new ways of understanding “

Professor Ross Harley Dear of Studies, COFA



+
Cindy Foley 
visual art is open-ended thinking

Click image or text: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZcFRfJb2ONk

1. Comfort with Ambiguity, 2. Idea Generation, and 3. Transdisciplinary
Research

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZcFRfJb2ONk


+
Margaret Wertheim: art + science 
(a symbiosis)

Snowflakes, fractals, the patterns on a leaf -- there's beauty to be found at the intersection of nature and physics, beauty and
math. Science writer Margaret Wertheim (along with her twin sister, Christine) founded the Institute for Figuring to advance the
aesthetic appreciation of scientific concepts, from the natural physics of snowflakes and fractals to human constructs such as 
Islamic mosaics, string figures and weaving. https://www.ted.com/speakers/margaret_wertheim

https://www.ted.com/speakers/margaret_wertheim


+Parents may also be interested in the following 
reflections from Howard Gardner’s research team at 
Harvard University, Graduate School of Education


